
A New Way to  
Play the Yield Curve
Looking to manage duration risk while you move 
positions in Emerging Markets bonds?
Now you can simultaneously buy and sell short and long durations in 28 local currency 
bond markets. Not only will you save valuable time by making only a single trade, you’ll 
experience improved pricing from a wider variety of participants in the broadest global 
liquidity pool. 

When looking for discretion on your larger switch packages, benefit from our Request-
for-Market protocol imbedded within Switch Trading. This allows for discrete execution on 
both sides of the trade with no information leakage on which side was executed on. 

Whether you’re trading delta neutral, mis-weighted or carry packages our easy-to-use 
protocol does the hard work for you. 

Choose the deal that’s best for you
Once you submit your trade parameters, our system contacts 
multiple dealers then calculates the yield/price differential and 
the net proceeds. Because dealers see the net risk of the package 
and execution is contingent, they can price more aggressively. 

Carefully calculated risk
When our platform calculates the DV01, you get both legs 
displayed at the same time. This new level of ease and speed 
enables you to quickly assess duration risk across your portfolio, 
so you can execute your strategy more readily with greater 
efficiency and make better decisions about how to rebalance.

Switch to a superior  
execution
• Move positions quickly  

and easily in one trade.
• Mitigate duation risk.
• Reduce errors.
• Enjoy tighter spreads.

All while you experience 
greater transparency. 

Switch Trading



Trading on the fixed income market’s most 
comprehensive platform has other advantages, too
The same innovative thinking that’s behind our Switch Trading protocol runs throughout  
our entire platform from pre-trade to execution and post-trade. 

When you use our other protocols like Open Trading®—our all-to-all anonymous 
marketplace—you’ll tap into unparalleled sources of liquidity. And we have a wealth of  
data services to help you better understand the market and increase your efficiency. 

Whatever you’re trading, you’ll be better equipped to demonstrate best execution with 
simplified reporting and straight-through processing.  

The MarketAxess Advantage
Our cutting-edge trading technology lets you also access: 

• Advanced protocols such as RFM and Crossing.
• Smart data products to enhance pricing in EM.
• AxessAll™ for competitive streaming prices. 

You’ll lower your transaction costs and discover new sources of liquidity. 

Join Us. Join the World. 
To schedule a demo, please contact your regional  
MarketAxess representative or for more information,  
visit marketaxess.com

New York  (+1) 212 813 6000  uscs@marketaxess.com

London +44 (0) 20 7709 3100  eurocs@marketaxess.com

São Paulo (+55) 11 3080 84000  uscs@marketaxess.com

Singapore (+65) 6808-6533      asiacs@marketaxess.com
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